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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of noble gases, 1 the chemical community had been fascinated with the idea of stable chemical molecules containing atoms of these inert elements. Obviously, this interest was stimulated by the fact that the existence of such molecules would contradict generally accepted rules used to describe and analyze the stability of chemical species. For a long time, all experimental efforts to synthesize noble-gas containing compounds were unsuccessful. 2 Finally, in 1962 Bartlett succeeded in preparing XePtF 6 . 3 Soon, many other xenon-containing compounds were identified experimentally. 4 The first stable compound of the heaviest noble gas, radon fluoride, was prepared in 1962. 5 Although radon was shown to react spontaneously with a number of molecules and complexes, 6 the practical importance of this discovery was rather limited owing to its high radioactivity. The first stable compound of krypton ͑KrF 2 ͒ was obtained in 1963. 7 It took a substantially longer time before the first stable compound of argon could be found; 8 argon fluorohydride ͑HArF͒ was observed 9 in 2000 using a low-temperature matrix-isolation technique developed in Räsänen group. [10] [11] [12] [13] Most molecules prepared in that way have the H-Ng-X structure, where Ng is a noble-gas atom and X is an electronegative atom or group. Recently, more complicated structures, such as FNgBO, FNgCCH, or FNgO − , were observed or theoretically predicted. [14] [15] [16] Although no stable compounds containing helium or neon have been characterized, 17, 18 quantum chemical calculations suggest 8, 19, 20 that some of them could possibly be synthesized. At present, approximately five hundreds various compounds that contain noble-gas atoms are known; their detailed list can be found elsewhere. 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] An interesting class of chemical compounds are the complexes of rare gases with transition-metal ions. [25] [26] [27] [28] Many of such compounds, observed in experiment or investigated theoretically, have the NgMX structure. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] It is natural to inquire if the noble gas atom can be inserted between the metal and the halogen. The resultant compounds would have the MNgX structure, which is a metal analog of the HNgX compounds observed in matrix-isolation studies. [10] [11] [12] [13] Recently, a MP2 theoretical analysis of the structure and energetic stability of the MNgX-type compounds has been given by Ghanty. 42, 43 His study, performed for some of the MNgF species ͑Ng= Ar, Kr, Xe; M =Cu,Ag,Au͒, shows that these molecules have metastable character. Ghanty also located a low-lying transition state leading the energetically favorable MF+ Ng fragmentation.
In the present study, we use a spectrum of quantum chemical methods-CCSD͑T͒, MP2, and DFT-to perform a systematic analysis of geometric structure and energetic stability of the MNgX and NgMX compounds ͑M =Cu,Ag,Au; Ng=Ar,Kr,Xe; X=F,Cl,Br͒. To understand the properties and the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of these species, two possible dissociation channels: ͑i͒ MNgX→ M+Ng+X and ͑ii͒ MNgX→ MX+ Ng, are investigated together with the energy barrier for the reorganization reaction MNgX→ Ng+ MX. The technical details of our calculations are described in the next section. Section III presents the results and a discussion of these results is found in Sec. IV. The conclusions are given in the last section.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Two different basis sets/Hamiltonian schemes have been used to account for the relativistic effects. The first schemeabbreviated later as ECP-employs the Stuttgart/Dresden ͑SDD͒ basis sets 44, 45 with the corresponding effective core potentials ͑ECPs͒ for the Ar, Kr, Xe, Cu, Ag, and Au atoms. The basis sets for transition metals have been augmented with additional two f and one g polarization functions. 46 The resulting contraction schemes can be described as ͑6s6p3d1f͒ / ͓4s4p3d1f͔ for rare gases and ͑8s7p6d2f1g͒ / ͓6s5p3d2f1g͔ for metals. For halogens a͒ Electronic mail: hwitek@mail.nctu.edu.tw. THE JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS 129, 244310 ͑2008͒ ͑F, Cl, Br͒, we have used the augmented correlationconsistent polarized valence triple-zeta ͑aug-cc-pVTZ͒ basis sets. [47] [48] [49] [50] The second scheme-abbreviated later as DKHhas used all-electron basis sets with a fifth-order DouglasKroll-Hess Hamiltonian in McWeeny parametrization. 51, 52 The relativistic all-electron basis sets are of the QZP ͑qua-druple zeta plus polarization͒ quality; they were constructed by Roos and coworkers 53, 54 using the second-order DouglasKroll-Hess Hamiltonian. 55, 56 The equilibrium structures, harmonic vibrational frequencies, and relative energies have been calculated using the CCSD͑T͒, 57 MP2, 58 and DFT 59 methods. In the DFT calculations, the B3LYP functional 60, 61 has been used. In the MP2/ECP and CCSD͑T͒/ECP calculations the following inner shells have not been correlated: ͓He͔ for F, ͓Ne͔ for Cl, and ͓Ar͔ for Cl. In the MP2/DKH and CCSD͑T͒/DKH calculations the following inner shells have not been correlated: ͓He͔ for F, ͓Ne͔ for Cl, ͓Ar͔ for Cl, ͓Ne͔ for Ar, ͓Ar͔ 3d for Kr, ͓Kr͔ 4d for Xe, ͓Ar͔ for Cu, ͓Kr͔ for Ag, and ͓Xe͔ for Au. The calculations have been performed using the GAUSSIAN 03 program package 62 and the MOLPRO program. 63 The basis set superposition error ͑BSSE͒ has been accounted for using standard counterpoise correction technique. 64 The counterpoise-corrected energies have been used to construct potential energy surfaces ͑PESs͒ in the vicinity of the equilibrium geometry for each of the studied molecules. Subsequently, we have employed these PESs to find BSSEcorrected values of equilibrium geometry parameters and harmonic vibrational frequencies using numerical differentiation. The CCSD͑T͒ and MP2 energies of separated atoms have been calculated using single-determinant self-consistent field ͑SCF͒ wave functions as a reference. This approach is suitable for the noble gases ͑configuration p 6 ͒ and metal atoms ͑configuration s 1 d 10 ͒, but it violates the atomic spherical symmetry for the halogen atoms ͑configuration s 2 p 5 ͒. To estimate the corresponding symmetry-breaking error, we have employed additional multiconfigurational SCF calculations averaging the three spatial components of the atomic 2 P term of halogens. The resultant set of atomic orbitals with proper degeneracy has been subsequently used to calculate the MP2 and CCSD͑T͒ energies. In all the considered cases the symmetry-breaking error has been found to be smaller than 0.05 kcal/ mol and it has been disregarded.
III. RESULTS
Optimized CCSD͑T͒, MP2, and DFT equilibrium structures for all the studied MNgX and NgMX molecules are 
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given in Tables I and II, respectively. For NgMX, available experimental bond lengths are also given. As expected, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] both types of molecules ͑MNgX and NgMX͒ have linear structures. At the MP2 and DFT level, all the considered species are found to possess well-defined energy minima. At the CCSD͑T͒ level, the equilibrium geometry for some of the MNgX compounds could not be found owing to the breakdown within the CCSD͑T͒ computational scheme. More detailed discussion of this phenomenon is given in Sec. IV. The effect of using different basis set and Hamiltonian schemes ͑ECP versus DKH͒ does not seem to have a very strong effect on the calculated geometric parameters. The largest difference between the ECP and DKH bond lengths is 0.081 Å, while in most cases the difference is not larger than 0.03 Å ͑except for the Ng-M bonds at the CCSD͑T͒ level, where the difference systematically is about 0.07 Å͒. The characteristic features of the optimized structures of the MNgX and NgMX compounds are discussed below. The M-Ng bonds in the MNgX-type species are usually shorter than those in the NgMX-type structures. In MNgX we can observe an additional ionic interaction between partially charged M and X atoms, leading to a further shortening of the M-Ng bond. This effect is most distinct for silver species. All methods give a consistent picture of this phenomenon. The M-Ng bonds in MNgX and NgMX are longest for silver and shortest for copper. The Au-Ng bonds are shorter than the corresponding Ag-Ng bonds owing to a strong relativistic contraction of the gold atom. 65 A similar effect is observed experimentally for the AgH ͑r e = 1.618 Å͒ and AuH ͑r e = 1.524 Å͒. 65 In general, the bonds between the metal atom and xenon in MNgX are longer than the bonds between the metal atom and krypton. Analogous to the case of the metal atom, the equilibrium distance between halogen and xenon in MNgX is larger than between halogen and krypton. The trend in the equilibrium distance d between the noble gas atom and the halogen atom in MNgX is d Ng-Br Ͼ d Ng-Cl Ͼ d Ng-F . These facts can be easily understood taking into account the increasing atomic radius for heavier halogens and noble gases. In the MNgX-type species, d M-Ng depends much more strongly on the identity of the noble gas atom than d Ng-X . For example, the length of the Cu-Ng bond in CuNgF increases by 0.141 Å if krypton is substituted with xenon, while the length of the Ng-F bond increases only by 0.018 Å ͑CCSD͑T͒/DKH level͒. The M-Ng bond distances calculated using MP2 are consistently shorter than those obtained with B3LYP and CCSD͑T͒ by approximately 0.05-0.1 Å.
Energetic stability of the MNgX, NgMX, and MX+ Ng species has been analyzed by comparing their energiesincluding BSSE and ZPE corrections-with the energy of the gas-phase atomization limit: M + Ng+ X. The calculated atomization energies of the MNgX species are presented in Table III together with the energies for the ionic dissociation limit M + +Ng+X − . The calculated atomization energies of the NgMX and MX species are given in Table IV . As previously discussed for geometries, energetics of some of the MNgX compounds at the CCSD͑T͒ level could not be accessed owing to a break-down of the coupled-cluster scheme ͑for details, see Sec. IV͒. The largest computed energy difference between the ECP and DKH schemes is approximately 12 kcal/ mol for CCSD͑T͒, 8 kcal/ mol for MP2, and 5 kcal/ mol for B3LYP. The atomization energies computed with different methods can show large variation. The largest discrepancy is observed between MP2/DKH and B3LYP/ All the NgMX-type structures are considerably more stable then the corresponding MNgX-type species. This fact is mainly attributed to a very strong M-X bond in NgMX. Docking an additional noble gas atom to the positively charged metal in MX gives stabilization of only 2 -22 kcal/ mol, while dissociating the M-X bond requires as much as 57-103 kcal/ mol. Two regularities can be observed for the MNgX-type molecules: ͑1͒ MNgX is thermodynamically more stable for heavier noble gas atoms ͑Xe Ͼ KrϾ Ar͒; ͑2͒ MNgX is thermodynamically more stable for lighter M and X atoms ͑CuϾ AgϾ Au; F Ͼ ClϾ Br͒. The calculated energies of some of the MNgX compounds ͑e.g., AuKrBr or most argon-containing structures͒ are higher than the corresponding limit of separated atoms. Their rather unexpected thermodynamic stability can be explained by a strong ionic character of interactions originating from a substantial electron transfer from metal to halogen. Therefore, they should rather be compared to the ionic dissociation limit, M + +Ng+X − , which is located much higher than the M + Ng+ X limit ͑see Table III͒ . For example, the MP2/ECP ionic limit for CuArBr is 94.5 kcal/ mol higher than the limit for the neutral atoms giving stabilization energy of 84.5 kcal/ mol for this molecule. Of course, in practice the ionic dissociation limit may be never approached owing to an electron transfer between X − and M + . This naturally brings up a question about the kinetic stability of such endothermic compounds. Our attempts to locate the interatomic separation corresponding to such an electron transfer ͑and simultaneously determine the height of the corresponding energy barrier͒ have failed. The potential energy surface is very steep along the r MNg and r NgX coordinates in a large region around the equilibrium geometry that could be accessed with single-reference methods used in this study. This shows that the potential energy barrier is rather high and the MNgX species should be kinetically stable with respect to the M + Ng+ X dissociation process. A definitive answer to this issue must be sought with some multireference treatment that we plan to perform in the near future.
The data presented in Tables III and IV give information on thermodynamic and in part on kinetic stability of the MNgX and NgMX species. To complete the stability analysis, we have also considered the internal reorganization reaction MNgX→ NgMX ͑or Ng+ MX͒ and determined the corresponding transition state ͑TS͒. This reorganization corresponds to the bending of the MNgX molecule and may Table V together with the magnitude ⌬V ‡ of the corresponding energy barriers. The BSSE corrections have been included only for the MP2 method; their magnitude is small ͑see Table T-VIII in  Ref. 66͒ and does not seem to introduce large changes in the computed structures and energy barriers. The transition state has the form of an obtuse triangle with the ␣ M-Ng-X angle between 87.2°and 154.1°. The value of the angles for analogous structures containing chlorine and bromine are very similar. Similar tendencies in the length of the M-Ng and Ng-X bonds in TS can be observed in the MNgX-type species. The trend observed for the kinetic stability of the MNgX species ͑XeϾ KrϾ Ar; F Ͼ ClϷ Br; AuϾ CuϾ Ag͒ with respect to the Ng+ MX fragmentation is similar to the analogous trend for the NgMX species ͑See Table IV and Refs. 41 and 43͒. The height of the energy barrier corresponding to the transition state is usually small. Only for a few molecules ͑mostly xenon species͒, is it larger than 10.0 kcal/ mol, which is probably sufficient to ensure their kinetic stability.
Vibrational spectroscopy is the main practical tool to identify various compounds of noble gases in experiment. Therefore, we present here harmonic vibrational frequencies computed for all the considered MNgX and NgMX species to facilitate the identification of these molecules in experiment. The computed MP2, B3LYP, and CCSD͑T͒ harmonic vibrational frequencies of the MNgX species are shown in Table VI . Analogous results obtained for the NgMX species are given in Table VII together with a compilation of available experimental data. An interesting aspect of our calculations is the fact that the calculated frequencies are BSSEfree. The BSSE corrections can be quite large, especially for the ECP calculations ͑maximal correction is 35 cm −1 for sym of ArCuF in the MP2/DKH calculations, see Ref. 66 , Table T -X͒. Similar size of change can be expected if a different basis set/Hamiltonian model is employed: the maximal discrepancy between the ECP and DKH frequencies is 32 cm −1 for KrCuCl at the MP2 level. Again, harmonic vibrational frequencies computed with various methods may differ to a large extent. ͓See, for example, the value of asym for CuArBr computed with MP2/DKH ͑300.7 cm −1 ͒ and with B3LYP/DKH ͑233.2 cm −1 ͔͒. In general, the harmonic vibrational frequencies computed with the MP2 method differ quite strongly from those computed with CCSD͑T͒ and Molecule   sym  asym  bend   MP2  B3LYP  CCSD͑T͒  MP2  B3LYP  CCSD͑T͒  MP2  B3LYP  CCSD͑T͒   ECP DKH ECP DKH ECP DKH ECP DKH ECP DKH ECP DKH ECP DKH ECP DKH ECP DKH   CuArF  226  233  195  198  188  204  379  389  353  356  341  357  63  60  73  86  80  81  CuArCl  158  162  130  131  131   a   95  312  323  258  261  238   a   225  38  41  50  58  56   a TABLE VII . Calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies ͑in cm −1 ͒ for the NgMX species.
B3LYP
. From the analysis shown in the next section, we may expect that the most accurate are the vibrational frequencies determined using the MP2/DKH and MP2/ECP methods. For the MNgX compounds, the computed harmonic vibrational frequencies sym corresponding predominantly to the M-Ng stretch are between 68 and 240 cm −1 , those corresponding to the Ng-X stretch ͑ asym ͒ are between 150 and 438 cm −1 , and those corresponding to the bending mode are between 28 and 138 cm −1 . All these values are rather small indicating weak bonding in these molecules. For the NgMX-type of structures, only the M-X stretch frequencies ͑ asym ͒ are noticeably larger ͑between 242 and 674 cm −1 ͒.
IV. DISCUSSION
The current study gives a systematic analysis of energetics, structures, and frequencies of a new class of the MNgX compounds. The presented MP2/ECP results correspond rather well to the previous theoretical predictions. 42, 43 According to our results the kinetic stability of most of the argon-containing MNgX compounds is rather questionable. In general, the xenon-containing molecules are considerably more stable than their analogs containing krypton. At the CCSD͑T͒ level, no equilibrium structure has been found for a number of MNgX species; reasons for this fact are discussed below. At the MP2 and B3LYP levels, minima for all of the structures have been located, but some of the corresponding MNgX→ Ng+ MX reorganization barriers are negligible, which suggests their kinetically unstable character. The most stable MNgX molecule is AuXeF with the AuXeF → Xe+ AuF reorganization energy barrier of 31.7 kcal/ mol ͓CCSD͑T͒/ECP͔ and the Au+ Xe+ F dissociation energy of 36.0 kcal/ mol ͓CCSD͑T͒/DKH͔. The most stable krypton-containing MNgX molecule is AuKrF with the reorganization energy barrier of 19.1 kcal/ mol ͑B3LYP/ ECP͒ and the atomization energy of 14.2 kcal/ mol ͑B3LYP/ DKH͒. The MArX molecule that has the largest chance to be detected experimentally is AuArF with the reorganization barrier of 9.7 kcal/ mol ͑B3LYP/ECP͒. The presented energy estimates of the metastable MNgX compounds do not inform us about the actual lifetime of these species. It would be extremely interesting to perform wave-packet dynamics on a full-dimensional potential energy surface in an analogous way as it was done for HXeH. 67 This study showed that some of the vibrational levels of HXeH have surprisingly long lifetime ͑of order of nanoseconds͒ in gas phase, what suggests that this molecule can possibly be observed experimentally. We are planning to perform similar study for the most stable of the MNgX species; calculations of fulldimensional potential energy surfaces are in progress.
An important issue concerning our calculations is an estimation of the reliability of the obtained molecular parameters. Unfortunately, no close agreement is found between the results computed with all the employed quantum chemical methods that would allow us to gain more confidence about the accuracy of the presented data. This poses a natural question: which of the computational schemes employed in this study is actually reproducing the experimental findings in the best manner? To answer this question, we have compared our results with the available experimental data for the NgMX molecules; the experimental bond lengths and vibra- 
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Theoretical study of noble-gas containing metal halides J. Chem. Phys. 129, 244310 ͑2008͒ tional frequencies are taken from Refs. 29-39. The distribution of errors to experiment for the bond lengths is presented in Fig. 1 . Analogous error distributions for the computed harmonic vibrational frequencies are given in Fig. 2 . We have found that the M-X bond lengths are reproduced by all methods with similar mean absolute error of 0.015-0.025 Å. This is no longer true for the Ng-M bond lengths, for which the error can vary between 0.022 and 0.106 Å. The best correspondence to experiment is obtained with the MP2 method, used together either with the ECP or DKH basis set/Hamiltonian scheme. The mean absolute error in the r Ng-M bonds is 0.022 and 0.025 Å, respectively. The reported experimental equilibrium distances correspond predominantly to geometries averaged over the zero-point vibrational levels ͑so called r 0 distances͒. On other hand, the computed equilibrium constants are the true equilibrium distances corresponding to a minimum on the potential energy surface ͑so called r e distances͒. In general, the values of r 0 are usually larger than the values of r e . For example, the r 0 -r e differences for the O-N, N v C, C-C, and C-H bonds in furazan ͑C 2 H 2 N 2 O͒ are 0.007, 0.002, 0.006, and 0.001 Å, respectively. 68 For the molecules studied here, the difference can be actually larger owing to larger anharmonicities in the studied potential energy surfaces. Including this regularity in our analysis and examining the error pattern in Fig. 1 , we can state that the most accurate results are obtained with the MP2/DKH computational scheme. The least accurate computational schemes are the CCSD͑T͒/ECP and B3LYP/ECP methods with the error of 0.106 and 0.094 Å, respectively. Similar conclusions are found by comparing experimental fundamental vibrational frequencies with the harmonic vibrational frequencies computed by us. The most accurate computational schemes are the MP2/DKH method with the mean absolute error of 7 cm −1 and the MP2/ECP method with the mean absolute error of 13 cm −1 . The largest error is again found for the CCSD͑T͒/ECP and B3LYP/ECP methods ͑32 and 33 cm −1 , respectively͒. We believe that chemical similarity between the NgMX and MNgX molecules allows for the expectation of similar trends for the MNgX molecular parameters. Therefore, we advocate using the MP2/DKH and MP2/ECP values of bond lengths and vibrational frequencies for further reference.
Certain information concerning the chemical nature of the M-Ng bond in the NgMX and MNgX species can be accessed by comparing the computed equilibrium distances with the corresponding atomic covalent and van der Waals radii. 35, 43 In general one can imagine two limiting bonding schemes-covalent or van der Waals-between the M and Ng atoms. In the case of the covalent bond, the equilibrium distance r M-Ng should be similar to the sum of covalent radii of M and Ng. In the case of van der Waals interaction, the equilibrium distance r M-Ng should be rather similar to the sum of the van der Waals radius of Ng and the ionic radius of M + . To verify, which of these two limiting cases describes better to the M-Ng bonding in the NgMX and MNgX molecules, we have used the following values of atomic covalent, ionic, and van der Waals radii: r cov ͑Ar͒ = 0.98 Å, 69 r cov ͑Kr͒ = 1.10 Å, 70 71 and r vdW ͑Xe͒ = 2.18 Å. 71 The calculated equilibrium bond lengths for both types of considered species, NgMX and MNgX, are much closer to the covalent bonding limit, which may suggest that the M-Ng bond has indeed a covalent character. Note that an analysis of the bonding mechanism in NgMX and MNgX in terms of molecular orbitals and molecular density was given previously by Gerry 29, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38 and Ghanty. 42, 43 We have found that the CCSD͑T͒ method is not applicable to some of the studied structures owing to an excessive multireference character of their wave functions. Such a situation occurs particularly often if the equilibrium distances between atoms are large in comparison with typically understood length of a chemical bond. A detailed analysis of a numerical failure of the CCSD͑T͒ method is given here on the example of the AgKrCl molecule. Figure 3 shows a twodimensional energy scan computed using the CCSD͑T͒/ECP method ͑upper left graph͒ for this molecule. Clearly, this graph indicates the existence of a short-distance energy minimum with r Ag-Kr = 2.664 Å and r Cl-Kr = 2.768 Å. These values agree well with analogous values predicted using B3LYP and MP2. The same graph also indicates the existence of a second low-energy region located at large atomic separations. One may naively think that this minimum corresponds to the limit of separated atoms, but short inspection of Table III shows that this limit actually lies 5.3 kcal/ mol higher than the energy of short-distance minimum. The explanation of this puzzle comes from the analysis of the T 1 and D 1 diagnostics, which inform about the importance of singly excited configurations in the CCSD wave function and allow for verifying the applicability of the coupled cluster ansatz. The values of both diagnostics have large values for large interatomic separations, which clearly indicates that the CCSD͑T͒ energies have little meaning in this region. An interesting situation happens if one incorporates the BSSE correction to the CCSD͑T͒ potential energy surface in Fig. 1 ͑upper right graph͒. Owing to the BSSE correction, the shortdistance minimum loses its stationary character and the BSSE-corrected CCSD͑T͒ method predicts no stable bound structure for the AgKrCl molecule. We hope that this short example illustrates well the numerical problems encountered while using the CCSD͑T͒ method in our calculations and explains the origin of triple dots in Tables I, III , V, and VI. This phenomenon and systematically poorer quality of the CCSD͑T͒ bond lengths and harmonic vibrational frequencies in comparison with the MP2 results show most probably strong multireference character of the studied species. We are planning to perform a multireference perturbation theory study of the NgMX and MNgX compounds in the future to address this issue.
The standard counterpoise correction technique 64 used in this work to account for BSSE is normally applied to wavefunction based quantum chemical methods. Here, somehow by inertia, we have applied this technique also to the B3LYP/ ECP calculations. It is interesting to note that the BSSE corrections to B3LYP, which presumably correspond to deficiencies in the one-particle basis expansion of the total density, are much smaller than for the MP2 and CCSD͑T͒ methods. For interested reader, the values of BSSE corrections for the geometry parameters, atomization energies, harmonic vibrational frequencies, and the TS structures and energies are given in Ref. 66 in Tables S I-S IV ͑B3LYP͒ and T I-T XV ͓CCSD͑T͒ and MP2͔.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a detailed study of equilibrium structures, energetics, and harmonic vibrational frequencies for the noble gas containing compounds MNgX and NgMX ͑M=Cu,Ag,Au; X=F,Cl,Br͒ using a series of quantum chemical methods ͓MP2, CCSD͑T͒, and B3LYP͔. In agreement with earlier observations ͑Refs. 29-41 for NgMX and Refs. 42 and 43 for MNgX͒, the studied species are found to possess well-defined, partially ioniclike ͑MNg͒ ␦+ X ␦− and ͑NgM͒ ␦+ X ␦− equilibrium structures. The stability of these compounds has been examined by a comparison with two possible dissociation pathways: ͑1͒ M+Ng+X, and ͑2͒ Ng + MX. We have also investigated the transition state for the reorganization reaction MNgX→ Ng+ MX.
Clearly, the most important aspect of our investigations is determining which of the studied molecules can actually be observed experimentally. The presented data suggest that all of the NgMX species are stable and should be observed in laboratory under proper conditions. In fact, most of these species have been already observed experimentally. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Somewhat unsatisfactory is the fact that they probably cannot be fully considered as independent chemical molecules, but rather as very stable noble gas adducts to a strongly polarized MX molecule with the bonding energy of 2 -22 kcal/ mol. Much more interesting from a chemical standpoint are the MNgX species. The list of the MNgX molecules that can possibly be observed in experiment is AuKrF, AuKrCl, AuKrBr, CuXeF, AgXeF, AuXeF, AuXeCl, and AuXeBr. These structures possess large enough energy barriers that may ensure their kinetic stability and would prevent their dissociation to Ng+ MX. Our results show that all the considered argon-containing MNgX compounds are kinetically unstable or very weakly bound. The MArX molecule that has the largest chance to be detected experimentally is AuArF. We believe that experimental observation of these molecules should be possible under cryogenic conditions in solid noble gas matrices or in molecular crossedbeam experiments.
